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Abstract—Euclid’s algorithm is widely used in calculating of
GCD (Greatest Common Divisor) of two positive numbers. There
are various fields where this division is used such as channel
coding, cryptography, and error correction codes. This makes the
GCD a fundamental algorithm in number theory, so a number of
methods have been discovered to efficiently compute it. The main
contribution of this paper is to investigate a method that
computes the GCD of two 32-bit numbers based on Euclidean
algorithm which targets six different Xilinx chips. The
complexity of this method that we call Optimized_GCDSAD is
achieved by utilizing Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) block
which is based on a fast carry-out generation function. The
efficiency of the proposed architecture is evaluated based on
criteria such as time (latency), area delay product (ADP) and
space (slice number) complexity. The VHDL codes of these
architectures have been implemented and synthesized through
ISE 14.7. A detailed comparative analysis indicates that the
proposed Optimized_GCDSAD method based on SAD block
outperforms previously known results.
Keywords—FPGA; Euclid’s algorithm; GCD; Sum of
Absolute Difference; SAD Block

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of cloud computing and its applications
can help to incorporate huge amounts of data generating every
second in which they need to be stored, analyzed and secured.
The security of this big data against the wide spread of cyberattacks and serious threats is one of the significant problems
for users and service providers. Cryptographic technique is an
effective measure that can guarantee secured communication
channels for such purposes. The GCD (Greatest Common
Divisor) operation is one of the well-known operations that
dominates the performance of many public-key cryptoprocessors [1]. Several algorithms have been applied to find
the GCD (Greatest Common Divisor) of two positive numbers.
The Euclidean algorithm is one of the well-known solution
that has been widely used to compute the GCD. In the last
decade, several methods have been proposed to address the
design and implementation of an efficient Euclidean
algorithm. One of the popular one is the hardware design
using FPGA technology [11] with high level simulations and
synthesize. While, the instruction set of a conventional 64-bit
CPUs cannot support integers of more than 64-bit in length,
using hardware device such as FPGA, VLSI or GPU can be an
efficient way to implement the arithmetic operations on large

integers. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are
semiconductor devices that are based around a matrix of
configurable logic blocks (CLBs) connected via
programmable interconnects that can implement various
digital systems using hardware description languages (HDLs)
such as VHDL programming and design synthesize. FPGAs
can be reprogrammed to desired application or functionality
requirements after manufacturing. Since the continuing
decline in the ratio of FPGA price to performance and its
programmable features, FPGA is suitable for a hardware
implementation of many fields and applications such as high
performance
computing,
networking,
security
and
cryptography, fault tolerance application and many other
fields. Computation of the GCD of very large integers is
heavily used in computer algebra systems, cryptography, data
security and other important algorithms [11].
Numerous techniques have been proposed in the literature
to implement GCD algorithm efficiently. In [2] four different
algorithms, namely Euclid’s method, the divisibility check
method, the dynamic modulo method and the static method for
8-bit GCD processor have been suggested. They showed that
the dynamic modulo algorithm can improve time complexity
of GCD processor, whereas Euclid’s method was the best
method in terms of space complexity. In [3] authors proposed
a fast GCD coprocessor based on Euclid’s method with
variable precisions (32-bits to 1024-bits). They implemented
their proposed method on one Altera chip and six Xilinx chips.
The experimental results showed that the Xilinx vertex-7 and
Xilinx Kintex-7 are the fastest FPGA chip devices in their
proposed implementation, which recorded the best maximum
frequencies of 243.934 MHz for 32-bit precision and 39.94
MHz for 1024-bit precision. In [4] BIST technology based on
Euclid’s and Stein’s algorithms for 4-bit and 8-bit GCD
processors has been proposed. They implemented their
proposed method on three Xilinx Spartan 3 devices, including
the XC3S50, XC4VFX12 and XC6SLX4. Their experimental
results showed that in terms of hardware complexity the
XC6SLX4 was the most efficient device. In [5] the authors
proposed a ALU based on BIST method using Euclid’s and
Stein’s algorithms to compute 8-bit GCD of two numbers.
They implemented their proposed method using different
Xilinx families with and without BIST technique and showed
that Spartan 3E FPGA family had the lowest power dissipation
of 34mW. In [11] was proposed FDFM approach for
Euclidean algorithm on the FPGA. In their proposed processor

core that named GCD processor core, only one DSP slice and
one block RAM have been used, and 1280 GCD processors
was implemented in a Xilinx Virtex-7 family FPGA
XC7VX485T-2. They showed that the performance of this
FPGA implementation using 1280 GCD processor cores is
0.0904µs per one GCD computation for two 1024-bit integers,
which is 3.8 times faster than the best GPU implementation
and 316 times faster than a sequential implementation on the
Intel Xeon CPU. The same implementation was applied in
[12] with 1408 processors that computed the GCD in parallel.
The results showed that GCD computation of two 1024-bit
RSA moduli is run at 0.057µs by their proposed new core
which is 6 times faster than the best GPU implementation and
500 times faster than a sequential implementation on an Intel
Xeon CPU. In this paper, we propose a new Euclidean’s GCD
algorithm based on Sum of Absolute Difference [7, 9] that is
available in the literature. For more area-efficient
implementation, the proposed algorithm eliminates the logical
XOR gates in carry-out generation block using a well-known
logical relation. Due to the fact that NAND gate has lower
area and time complexities as compared to other gate
complexities such as AND or XOR/XNOR, employing this
efficient logical relation can lead to hardware efficiency and
lower critical path delay [6]. Analysis shows that the proposed
GCD algorithm achieves low-area and low-delay compared to
the majority of similar GCD algorithm available in the
literature.

III. PROPOSED LOW-COMPLEXITY OPTIMIZED_GCDSAD
ALGORITHM

One of the well-known method for hardware
implementation of Euclidean GCD is the GCD2SUB
architecture which is based on data-path and control units. The
design of the GCD calculator has been divided into two main
parts: a controller and a datapath. The controller is an FSM
(finite state machine) that issues commands to the datapath
based on the current state and the external inputs. This can be
described using behavioral model in VHDL. The datapath
design is based on structural model containing a netlist of
functional units or modules such as multiplexers, registers,
subtractors, and a comparator. The controller steps through the
GCD2SUB algorithm has been shown in Figure 1. If x  y ,
the computing of GCD would be finished. It can be seen that
the block diagram of the GCD2SUB contains a control unit
and a datapath unit. Datapath unit consists of two 2-to-1
multiplexers, three registers, two subtractors and one
comparator. Each of the components is compiled and
simulated separately. Furthermore, a control unit is
implemented using behavioral technique and FSM using
VHDL code. Finally, the GCD calculator can be implemented
in top-level design using structural model in which port map
instruction interconnects the datapath and control unit.

The organization of this paper is described as follows: In
Section 2, we provide notations and preliminaries of
Euclidean’s GCD algorithm. In Section 3, the architecture of
the proposed Optimized_GCD algorithm has been
investigated. The architectural complexity and the
performance comparison are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
the conclusion remarks are given in Section 5.
II. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In Mathematics, the Euclidean algorithm or Euclid’s
algorithm [8] is an efficient method of computing the GCD
(Greatest Common Divisor) of two positive numbers. In its
simplest form, Euclid’s algorithm starts with a pair of positive
integers and forms a new pair that consists of the smaller
number and the difference between the smaller and larger
numbers. This process continues until we get a zero
remainder. That number then is the greatest common divisor
of the original pair. Basically Euclid algorithm can be
described as follow [8]:
if a  b
a

gcd(a, b)  gcd(a  b, b) if a  b
gcd(a, b  a ) if a  b


(1)

This equation can be applied repetitively to reduce the
values of two operands and eventually obtain the GCD. This
equation can also be implemented using for_loop statement
using VHDL code.

Figure 1: The block diagram of GCD2SUB method

In order to area-efficient implementation of Eculidean’s
GCD algorithm, subtractors and comparators in GCD2SUB
architecture can be replaced by Sum of Absolute Different
(SAD) using the carry-out generation function. The
architecture of the proposed GCD that we called GCDSAD
has been illustrated in Figure 2 consisting of two 2-to-1
multiplexers, three registers, one SAD block and one FSM.

Figure 3: The block diagram of the carry generation

Figure 2: The block diagram of GCDSAD method

The general algorithm for computing the Sum of Absolute
Difference (SAD) of two numbers consists of the following
steps [7, 9]:
Step1: Determining the smallest of the two operands:
As suggested in [9], it is only necessary to determine whether
A  B produces a carry or not. This can be done using the
carry-out Generation Function. There are two cases resulting
from this function:
I: No carry was generated: This implies B  A . In this
case the inversion of B to B should be applied. The value of B
is equal to the positive number 2n 1  B . This number is
again in unsigned binary representation. The value A should
be
propagated
unmodified.
Their
sum
equals
2n  1  B  A  2n  1  A  B .
II: carry was generated: This implies B > A. In this case,
we should invert A to A and propagate B unmodified. Their
sum equals 2 n  1  A  B  2 n  1  A  B .
Step 2: Inverting the smallest value: If no carry was
produced, B must be inverted, otherwise, A must be inverted.
This is done using one XOR gate. Moreover, to check the
equivalence of two numbers, a 32-bit NOR gate has been
adopted in the output of the SAD circuit.
In Figure 3, the block diagram of the carry generation is
depicted. The determination of whether the addition A  B
generates a carry, is performed without actually calculating the
addition. Instead, this is achieved by only utilizing certain
parts within a carry look-ahead adder that calculates the carry.
The resulting carry and inverted carry are fed to one XOR that
will invert the correct term.

As it is mentioned, the carry-out generation function with
XOR gate has been used in the SAD (Sum of Absolute
Difference) block. For more efficient implementation, all
logical operations in the SAD block can be converted to an
equivalent circuit that only uses NAND in a particular
architecture that we called Optimized_GCDSAD, it can
decrease the cost of SAD and increase the speed of the SAD
block [10]. For any two logic variables a and b, we can find
that:
NOT a = a NAND a
a AND b = (a NAND b) NAND (a NAND b)

(2)

a OR b = (a NAND a) NAND (b NAND b)
a XOR b = ((a NAND (a NAND b)) NAND ((a NAND b)
NAND b))
From equation (2), the carry outputs of each stage can be
expressed as follow:
NB  BB
P  NB.NB. A. A.NB. A
G  NB. A..NB. A

(3)

P 4(i )  P (4i  1).P (4i  2).P ( 4i  3).P (4i  4)
G 4(i )  G (4i  1).(G (4i  2).P ( 4i  1)).(G (4i  3).P (4i  1).P (4i  2)).
G (4i  3).P (4i  1).P (4i  2). p (4i  3)
C  G 4(4).(G 4(3).P 4(4)).(G 4(2).P 4(4).P 4(3)).
(G 4(1).P 4(4).P 4(3).P 4( 2))

Furthermore, according to Figure 3, the resulting carry and
inverted carry which are fed to the XOR gate for inverting the
correct term can be expressed as below:
BX (i )  B(i ).( B(i ).C ).( B(i).C ).C

(4)

AX (i )  A(i ).( A(i).C ).( A(i ).C ).C. A(i ).( A(i).C ).( A(i).C ).C.

These equations reveal that to compute the desired GCD
result, the logical NAND operation can be used instead of

XOR, AND and OR logical operations. Compared to the
conventional equation, this method can significantly improve
hardware and time complexity that will be explain in the
results section.
IV.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The architecture of the proposed algorithm is modelled
using VHDL for numbers of 32-bit size, and then simulated
and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.7 to verify the
functionality. The proposed 32-bit Optimized_GCDSAD
algorithm was synthesized using six different FPGA chips
such as the Xilinx Virtex-7, the Xilinx Virtex-5, the Xilinx
Spartan-6, the Xilinx Artix-7, the Xilinx Kintex-7, and the
Xilinx Zynq. The bar chart in Figure 4 compares the
maximum frequency values (in MHz) of implementation
lengths 32 bit for the six FPGA devices of our proposed
method and the proposed GCD processor in [3]. At first glance
it is evident that, with the exception of Artix-7, the maximum
frequency value of our proposed optimized_GCDSAD is more
than the proposed method in [3] in almost all FPGA chips.
While the highest frequency rate of our method belongs to
Virtex-7 and Virtex-5 with 303.893 MHz which are %89.93
and %28.56 higher than their counterparts in [3] respectively,
the lowest frequency rate lies to Spartan-3 with 128.131 MHz
that is %0.05 higher than [3]. The Kintex-7, and the Xilinx
Zynq occupy the second place frequency rate with 271.467
MHz which are %11.3 and %20 greater than their counterparts
in [3], respectively. Unlike the other FPGA chips, in our
proposed method the frequency of Artix-7 is lower than that of
in [3], with 194.3 MHz and 217.1 MHz, respectively.
Proposed

[12]

350

303.893

[3], in all device families. Another interesting point is that, in
our proposed method, the lowest figures belong to Vertix-7
and Kintex-7 with 3.2 ns. So, the proposed GCD_optimized
method with Vertix-7 and Kintex-7 device family can be a
good candidate for implementation of the proposed 32-bit
GCD.
Proposed
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Figure 6 illustrates the maximum delay value of our
method and the proposed method in [3]. It is clear that the
maximum delay value of our method is lower than that of in
[3], in all device families. It should also be noted that, in both
proposed methods, the best delay time belongs to Kintex-7
with 4.8 ns and 8.2 ns in our method and in [3], respectively.
However, the longest delay period is related to the Vertix-5
with 12.5 ns in our method and 16.5 ns in [3].
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Figure 5 shows the minimum period value of our method
and the proposed method in [3]. It is obvious that the
minimum period value of our method is lower than that of in
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Furthermore, the synthesized netlist is implemented on
FPGA Xilinx Vertix-7 (XC7VH290T-2-HCG1155) prototype
board. The delay, area, ADP (area-delay product) obtained
from the synthesis results are tabulated in Table 1. Moreover,
the area and time complexities of the proposed 32-bit
Optimized_GCD algorithm are compared with other three
architectures including GCDSAD, GCD2SUB, and GCD forloop. Although the overall structure of the GCDSAD and
GCD2SUB architectures might seem similar, there are two
important differences between them which is, the
implementation of the proposed GCDSAD with Sum of
Absolute Difference which is based on a fast carry-generation
function that can be more area-efficient than GCD2SUB
design. From the results shown in Table1, GCD_FOR_LOOP
has more number of components, whereas, the proposed
Optimized_GCDSAD requires the least number of LUTs and
registers resulting in less area requirement.
Table 1. Area complexities comparison between four Euclidean’s
GCD architectures using Xilinx Kintex-7 (XC7VH290T-2HCG1155) device

Hardware

GCD_

OptimizedGCDSAD

GCDSAD

Utilization

Utilization

Utilization

Utilization

107/

107/

107/

0/

184304

184304

184304

184304

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

156/

216/

301/

19205/

92152

92152

92152

92152

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(20%)

GCD2SUB
For-loop

Factor

#Slice
Registers

#Slice
LUTs

#LUT_FF
pairs

#bonded
IOBs

#BUFG/
BUFGCTRL
s

75/

75/

105/

0/

303

303

303

303

(30%)

(30%)

(34%)

(0%)

99/

99/

99/

96/

396

396

396

396

(25%)

(25%)

(25%)

(32%)

1/16

1/16

1/16

1/16

(6%)

(6%)

(6%)

(6%)

In the design of digital circuit, there is always a trade-off
between delay and area costs as two important design factors
and reducing one of them generally results in an increase in
the other one. The area-delay product (ADP) parameter is the
balanced parameter for overall performance comparison of
various architectures rather than the area and delay
individually. From the results shown in Table 2, GCD_FOR
_LOOP architecture has long latency among all. It can also be

observed from Table 2 that GCD2SUB takes less delay at the
expense of more number of LUTs and registers compared to
the GCDSAD and Optimized_GCDSAD. The proposed
Optimized_GCDSAD algorithm achieves the best area-delay
product compared to other three methods considered for
comparison. It is evident from Table 2 (% reduction in ADP
row) that the proposed Optimized_GCDSAD achieves areadelay efficiency of 15%, 6% and 81% when compared with
GCDSAD, GCD2SUB, and GCD_FOR_LOOP, respectively.
Hence, it is clear from the estimation values presented in
Table 2 that the Optimized_GCDSAD algorithm is area and
area-delay product efficient.

Table 2. Delay Time and ADP comparison between four
Euclidean’s GCD architectures
Macro
Statistics

OptimizedGCDSAD

GCDSAD

GCD2SUB

GCD_FOR_
LOOP

Total
Delay
Time

6.579 ns

6.311 ns

4.529 ns

492.707 ns

Area *
Delay
(ADP)

1727

2038.453

1847.832

9462437.935

%Reducti
on in ADP

-

%15

%6

%81

Table 3 presents the comparison of estimated area, delay,
area-delay product (ADP) of the proposed Optimized_GCD
with the proposed GCD in [3]. It is observed that the proposed
Optimized_GCD involves nearly 58% less area-delay product
(ADP) and is about 1.7 ns faster with compared to proposed
implementation of 32-bit GCD in [3]. Hence, the FPGA
implementation results obtained from the proposed 32-bit
GCD validate hardware overhead, time complexity, and areadelay product (ADP) complexity advantage over the proposed
method in [3].
Table 3. Comparison of FPGA implementation between the
proposed method and [3]
Area

Delay
(ns)

ADP
(#LUT  W)

%Reduction

(#LUTs)
Proposed
method

156

6.5 ns

1727

-

[3]

508

8.2 ns

4165.6

%58.45

Design

in ADP

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an efficient FPGA implementation of
32-bit GCD Euclidian’s algorithm using Sum of Absolute
Difference named Optimized_GCDSAD. It should also be

noted that the complexity of this method is achieved by means
of utilizing logic NAND gate in a fast carry-out generation
function in a particular architecture. The proposed method was
implemented and synthesized using six different Xilinx chips.
The conducted experiments showed that Xilinx Kintex-7
(XC7VH290T-2-HCG1155) is best-suited FPGA chip device
in terms of speed. Furthermore, our proposed Optimized_GCD
offers 58.45%, area-delay improvement (ADP) and is 1.7 ns
faster than the proposed GCD in [3].
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